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Besom extended font free

Hand-drawn brush lettering type. + Now Latin enhanced!! 156 characters, written with a thick brush that resembles a raw beessom, is also the place from which the name rose. Only capital letters. Share your love  The font was created as a complement to one of our latest art projects to represent the concept of the idea in visual typographical form. As it is
pulled by hand with a brush name Besom came naturally and as a by-product of its being functional. License: Free for personal use! Publisher: Wild Type Format: OTF File size: 82 KB Total Files: 1 1 styles are allowed for Windows 191 characters for personal use for commercial use. Home » Font » Besom Extended (1 vote, average: 5,00 out of 5) ... Font
Besom Extended can be described in the following terms: Decorative, font, font family, hipster, OTF, retro fonts, Roman if you want to add to your favarites. Click: Ctrl +D The new bassum comes with extended advanced glyphs, Cyrillic and Latin extended character base, including smaller characters. Every single letter is drawn with a thick brush on white
paper, it's as unique as the typeface it gets. The presentation includes some work of my personal paintings and my personal collection. This is an extended version of the already made Besom Standart font. Thanks to everyone for the support, hope you enjoy the font, don't forgery to follow the search for free fonts and it can add a touch of elegance to your
project? Free fonts are here! Ticux has the largest collection of free fonts, and the selection of fonts here is well organized.   Also it offers premium fonts with easy links that allow you to quickly download what you need. Graphics also offers Photoshop action, graphics, templates, themes, stock images and many other design resources! New premium fonts
are updated here every day. Download free fonts, add-ons, graphics, templates, themes and stock images to create artistic effects and maximize visual appeal in all kinds of design works. Hand-drawn brush lettering font Besom extended a unique and fresh typeface. The bassum extended comes with upgraded glefs, Cyrillic and Latin extended character
base, including smaller characters. Each letter is drawn with a thick brush on the white paper. The visual lettering style makes it harmonic and gives a playful, fresh and original look. Introduction to Bezam. A great quality handwritten brush font designed by Gettys Wilkes and his friend Chrysijnis. This font looks at the handwritten brush font and provides all
the major characters and glyphs. Bezam Font Free License: Personal and Commercial Use Font Type: FREE Format: OTF, TTF File size: 370 KB Total Files: 1
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